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Hilton to debut new hotel in Singapore
– its largest in the Asia-Paciﬁc region
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“As a hub and key city destination for business and leisure
travellers, we are optimistic about the growth potential of
Singapore’s hospitality scene as recovery begins and travel resumes
over the long-term,” said Paul Hutton, Hilton's vice president,
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operations, Southeast Asia.
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Hilton's new hotel in Singapore is set to become the brand's ﬂagship property
in the Asia-Paciﬁc. (Photo: Hilton Singapore Orchard)

“We are delighted to start a brand new year with the launch of a
signi!cant addition to our regional portfolio through the opening
of Hilton Singapore Orchard, which will represent a true
landmark Hilton hotel in an important gateway city for
Southeast Asia, and look forward to continue delivering our
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landmark Hilton hotel in an important gateway city for
Southeast Asia, and look forward to continue delivering our
renowned levels of Hilton hospitality to everyone who passes
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through the doors of the hotel.”
With 1,080 refurbished rooms and suites across two towers, the
hotel will be one of the largest hotels in Singapore, Hilton said in a
press release. There will be a variety of room and suite categories,
including connecting rooms for families that can be instantly
con!rmed at the time of reservation.
The rooms and suites are designed with a botanical theme, to pay
homage to Singapore as a city in a garden.

Hilton Singapore Orchard will feature 1,080 rooms and suites designed with a
botanical theme. (Photo: Hilton Singapore Orchard)
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Amenities include two 24-hour !tness centres, an outdoor pool
and a newly established Executive Lounge. The hotel is also
directly connected to Mandarin Gallery.
As for dining, Mandarin Orchard’s
current Chatterbox restaurant
ADVERTISEMENT
and two Michelin-starred Shisen Hanten will be retained. Hilton
Singapore Orchard will also debut three new F&B o#erings
featuring an all-day dining, a specialty restaurant and a lobby
lounge and bar.

As for dining, Mandarin Orchard’s current Chatterbox restaurant
and two Michelin-starred Shisen Hanten will be retained. Hilton
Singapore Orchard will also debut three new F&B o#erings
featuring an all-day dining, a specialty restaurant and a lobby
lounge and bar.
The hotel will feature a total of ﬁve dining concepts. (Photo: Hilton Singapore
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For events, the hotel will feature 16 extensively renovated event
spaces spanning more than 2,400 sq m. These event spaces will

For events, the hotel will feature 16 extensively renovated event
spaces spanning more than 2,400 sq m. These event spaces will
accommodate meetings, conventions, exhibitions, weddings as well
as other social celebrations.
The hotel will also feature two unique pillarless ballrooms !tted
with state-of-the-art LED walls, lighting and sound technologies
that can cater to around 1,000 guests.

Event spaces include two unique pillarless ballrooms. (Photo: Hilton Singapore
Orchard)

Cedric Nubul, general manager of Hilton Singapore Orchard said,
“Hilton Singapore Orchard will be one of the most anticipated
hotels to open in 2022 and an exciting addition to the vibrant
scene in Orchard Road. With 1,080 well-appointed
accommodation options, one of the largest event spaces in the area,
!ve curated dining concepts and a central location right in the
heart of Singapore’s retail and dining haven, the hotel is set to be a
destination of choice for business and leisure travellers, as well as
those residing here.”
Hilton Singapore Orchard is now accepting reservations for Jan 1,
2022 and beyond.
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